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ABSTRACT 

Personas are a well-known technique in human computer 

interaction. However, there is a lack of rigorous empirical 

research evaluating personas relative to other methods. In 

this 34-participant experiment, we compare a persona 

system and an analytics system, both using identical user 

data, for efficiency and effectiveness for a user 

identification task. Results show that personas afford faster 

task completion than the analytics system, as well as 

outperforming analytics with significantly higher user 

identification accuracy. Qualitative analysis of think-aloud 

transcripts shows that personas have other benefits 

regarding learnability and consistency. However, the 

analytics system affords insights and capabilities that 

personas cannot due to inherent design differences. 

Findings support the use of personas to learn about users, 

empirically confirming some of the stated benefits in the 

literature, while also highlighting the limitations of 

personas that may necessitate the use of accompanying 

methods. 
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INTRODUCTION 
A persona is a personified segment of users, customers, or 

audiences [18]. Personas are used in many industries, such 

as system design [18, 55], marketing [16, 57, 64], product 

design [20, 28, 31], and content creation [4].  

In many cases, personas are synthesized from user data 

collected via interviews, focus groups, or surveys [21, 50], 

although there are also algorithmic approaches for 

generating personas [4, 37, 70]. Personas are typically 

presented in a profile of 1-2 pages showing a photo, 

attributes, behavior patterns, goals, or skills, with the intent 

of making the persona a realistic character [50]. The 

purpose of personas is to provide insights about the needs, 

desires, and goals of the targeted segment for guiding 

decisions about the features of a system, service, or product. 

In sum, personas are assumed to be cognitively compelling 

by putting a human face to user data.   

There has been much prior research concerning personas 

[18], with many stated benefits [1, 8, 19, 21, 24, 26, 28, 30, 

44, 48, 56, 58] primarily highlighting keeping the focus on 

and emphasizing communication about users, audiences, or 

customers in order improve design and development. 

Among others, benefits include a common understanding of 

the user, avoiding stereotypes, and focused communication. 

Despite the claimed benefits in the human computer 

interaction (HCI) literature [1, 19, 21] and some qualitative 

research into how personas are used [1, 28, 29, 36, 49, 50, 

55], there is little quantitative research that would 

empirically show whether personas are actually beneficial 

[14, 15]; and if so, whether they are more beneficial than 

other methods for inferring insights about users? Such 

research is needed, as personas, both as concepts and tools, 

have also been criticized for being of little value [14, 15] 

and not being a valid scientific method, even calling into 

question whether their use could be validated at all [15].  

The issue is also pressing because, since personas were first 

proposed, a plethora of alternative online analytics tools, 

services, and measures have emerged [11, 17, 35] (e.g., 

Google Analytics, Facebook Insights, IBM Analytics) that 

organizations can employ to understand user, audience, or 

customer segments. Organizations have gained access to 

individual user data  “personified big data” [65]  

challenging the value of using personas or other segment-

based user representations instead of just using 

individualized data [62] for user insights.  

On the practical side, many organizations operate online 

and wish to understand their audiences and users, including 

the foundational task of identifying those audiences and 

users. If personas are not competitive for inferring user 

insights, they would simply be discarded as a passé method. 

Thus, there are valid concerns about personas providing 

real value compared to other available analytics tools [16]  
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Benefits of personas (3Cs) References Criticism of personas (3Es) References 

Communication  Personas facilitate user-

oriented communication 

within and between teams 

providing a common 

reference point.  

[28, 33, 45, 

68] 

Envision  Personas lack credibility, are 

not accurate or verifiable; the 

information in personas is not 

relevant for decision makers, 

and personas are inconsistent. 

[10, 15, 45]  

Consideration  Personas enhance the 

immersion required for 

designing for a person 

instead of nameless 

segments. They create 

empathy for the user. 

[40, 46, 56] Execution Persona creation takes a long 

time and is expensive; can be 

biased by their creators’ 

motives and misbeliefs, and 

personas are based on non-

representative data. 

[13, 15, 33, 

56, 58, 59, 

61, 66] 

Concentration  Personas challenge 

existing assumptions and 

help keep the focus on the 

user when there are 

conflicting design needs.  

[18, 43, 45-

47, 55, 56]  

Evaluation Personas are not useful or are 

used for politics. There is 

little empirical support that 

personas provide actual user 

benefits. 

[10, 14, 15, 

44, 45, 58] 

Table 1: Benefits (3Cs of persona benefits) and criticism (3Es of persona criticisms) of personas in the HCI literature. 

for understanding online users [62]. Therefore, the 

quintessential question is: do personas have inherent 

usefulness (i.e., value) to their end users?  

Addressing this question can inform efforts to determine the 

value of personas for better understanding users, audiences, 

or customers. As such, the research has important 

implications in HCI and related fields. We could locate no 

prior research that rigorously evaluates the benefits of using 

personas versus some other method for a user-centric task. 

The existing literature concerning the benefits of personas 

is mainly anecdotal, containing case and qualitative studies, 

with few to no empirical comparisons to other methods. 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Personas were introduced in the field of software design, 

and the concept gained popularity in the late 1990s [1]. The 

techniques and best practices were expanded by Pruitt and 

Adlin [55] and others [49-53, 56, 57, 63]. Since the 

introduction of personas, HCI researchers have both 

highlighted benefits and offered criticisms of personas. We 

first present the benefits and criticisms of personas and then 

the underlying assumptions that each of these benefits and 

criticisms has in common. Our research then specifically 

evaluates these underlying assumptions. 

Reported Benefits of Personas 

The proposed benefits of personas can be summarized into 

the categories of Communication, Consideration, and 

Concentration (we dub these the ‘3Cs of persona benefits’), 

as shown in Table 1 and discussed below. 

Communication: The reported collaboration benefits are 

supposedly derived from the ability of personas to 

summarize user information into an intuitive format of 

representation (i.e., a real person) that can be readily 

communicated [68] to stakeholders within teams and 

organizations [45] and that is more memorable than 

numbers [28, 33]. At their best, personas become shared 

mental models that professionals rely upon when making 

choices [49] concerning the specific user type [18] and 

enabling decision makers to communicate about user 

preferences that may deviate from their own [46]. 

Consideration: The claimed psychological benefits are 

rooted in emotional identification with the personas [46], 

which helps professionals to draw from predicted user 

behavior in different contexts [56]. This mental modeling 

relies on human beings’ innate ability to show empathy and 

immersion [40]. Personas are also said to challenge the 

established preconceptions about the users within the 

organization [47], conveying factual information of users’ 

needs/wants [55], and rectifying false preconceptions [45]. 

Concentration: Personas reportedly can facilitate focusing 

on the most important user segments [46] by pinpointing a 

default user for developing products and services. This 

concentration helps decision makers to define appropriate 

product features [18, 43] while curbing the self-centering 

bias that may occur during the design process [45].  

Reported Criticisms of Personas 

There are also substantial criticisms of personas in the HCI 

literature. We categorize these arguments into Envision, 

Execution, and Evaluation (we dub these the ‘3Es of 

persona criticisms’) as shown in Table 1 and discussed 

below. 

Envision: Chapman and Milham [14] argue that personas 

have no direct relationship to real user data, represent few 

real people [14], and cannot be considered scientifically 

valid [13], raising the question of personas’ falsifiability 

[54]. Vincent and Blandford [66] state that persona creation 

varies depending on what people want to accomplish. Thus, 

personas often deviate from the actual user segments [15], 

and, with no definitive information to include in the profile 

[10, 15, 63], there is a lack of trust of the personas.  

Execution: Hill et al. [33] point out that creating high-

quality personas takes considerable time and effort. 
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Consequently, as Rönkkö [58] found, the amount of effort 

may lead to questioning the return on investment of persona 

creation. Moreover, the high cost of persona creation tends 

to exclude them from the reach of small businesses and 

startups [63]. Personas are also said to be inconsistent in 

that they are created by combining information from 

unrelated sources [10] without ensuring that the pieces of 

information are commensurable [45] or up-to-date [38]. 

Evaluation: The reported research on evaluation, until 

now, has generally offered criticism of the persona 

methodology or used soft metrics for the success of 

personas, such as anecdotal feedback from stakeholders. 

Also, Rönkkö describes how organizational issues led to 

use limitations [58]. Ma and LeRouge [42] state that user 

profiles are preferred to personas. Analytically oriented 

decision makers may consider personas as ‘nice narratives’ 

resulting in resistance for their use [44]. Matthews et al. 

[45] report personas were found abstract and not a 

replacement for the underlying user data. 

Summary and Research Motivation 

The literature is lacking in empirical research that either 

supports the claimed benefits or justifies the stated 

criticisms of personas. Concerning benefits, we could locate 

no prior work comparing the personas technique to another 

technique for inferring insights about users, with the 

possible exception of Long [41] that used students 

employing personas for decision making in their course 

work. The researcher reported that the use of personas 

resulted in slightly more user-friendly solutions than a user-

centered method. Conversely, with the possible exception 

of Chapman et al. [14], who conducted a probabilistic 

evaluation of persona representation, we also find no 

quantitative investigation of the criticisms of personas or a 

comparison of personas to an alternate approach. 

As such, there is a critical need for a rigorous quantitative 

evaluation of personas as a tool for understanding user 

segments, which is the motivation for our research. The 

lack of rigorous evaluation leaves many open questions 

concerning both the reported benefits and challenges of 

employing personas.  

There are foundational assumptions for the claimed benefits 

and criticisms that facilitate an overarching evaluation. For 

the benefits, the assumption is that personas are beneficial 

for user identification (i.e., isolating a targeted user group 

and identifying user attributes). Without proper user 

identification, the 3Cs of communication, consideration, 

and concentration concerning the user are not possible. In 

his seminal work, Cooper [18] discussed this exact point of 

identifying the users to design for, which personas are the 

archetype, or which personas not to target.  

Similarly, the criticisms also have an implied assumption, 

which is that there is something better than personas. The 

criticisms suggest that there is some approach superior for 

accomplishing the aim of identifying and understanding 

users, that is easier to apply than personas, and has benefits 

that have been validated (the 3Es). To our knowledge, no 

prior work evaluates an alternative approach to personas in 

the HCI or related literature, even though there are a 

plethora of techniques for learning about a user. 

Therefore, this research examines personas relative to the 

method of analytics for the task of user identification  

which we define as the act of identifying a specific user 

segment and inferring insights about this user segment. 

This is a central task at the core of the persona concept and 

for practically all user understanding methodologies. 

RESEARCH QUESTIONS AND HYPOTHESES 

Analytical tools (i.e., ‘analytics’) are widely used 

approaches in organizations for retrieving information 

about specific targeted users or customers. Inferring 

insights about users utilizing analytics is a crucial use case 

for many professionals, including designers, content 

creators, marketers, and advertisers who are frequently 

asked to clarify details and infer insights about specific user 

segments. Given that analytics is a widely used and 

industry-standard approach for understanding users, we 

deem it worthy to compare an analytics method with 

personas. We specifically focus on one analytics platform, 

YouTube Analytics (YTA), a de facto industry standard for 

video audience analytics that is similar in design and scope 

to other analytics platforms (i.e., Adobe Analytics, Google 

Analytics, Facebook Analytics, IBM Analytics, etc.). 

Although personas have traditionally been presented in 

static media (i.e., paper or PDF), the use of such a medium 

would confound the comparison with an online analytics 

platform. Therefore, we employ Automatic Persona 

Generation (APG) [3, 4], a data-driven persona system that 

generates personas from underlying online social media or 

user data. For this study, we use the same raw data as used 

by the YTA system for the analytics to create the APG 

personas. The APG system is reported in a variety of 

publications [3, 4, 37], and it can be considered as state-of-

the-art for data-driven persona creation.  

Specifically, with the aim of investigating personas, we 

pursue two research questions:  

RQ01: Are personas more efficient than analytics? 

RQ02: Are personas more effective than analytics? 

For RQ01, we have the following hypotheses, all that deal 

with efficiency (benefit/criticism; metric in parentheses): 

H01: Using personas results in faster task completion than 

analytics (addresses Evaluation; metric: task completion 

time). 

H02: Using personas results in fewer steps for task 

completion than analytics (addresses Evaluation; metric: 

number of screen moves). 

H03: Using personas results in faster segment location than 

analytics (addresses Evaluation; metric: time). 
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Task completion is when the participant determines they 

have enough information to address the study’s work 

scenario or time expired for the study session. Segment 

location is when the participant first navigates to the correct 

persona/analytics segment (i.e., selected the correct persona 

or segment), which is a critical sub-set of the task. 

For RQ02, we have the following hypotheses, all that deal 

with effectiveness (benefit/criticism; metrics in 

parentheses): 

H04: Using personas results in the identification of more 

correct user attributes than analytics (addresses Envision; 

metric: success rate). 

H05: Using personas results in higher confidence for 

correct user identification than analytics (c.f. self-efficacy 

[6]) (addresses Consideration; metric: confidence rating). 

H06: Using personas results in better communication about 

the user attributes than analytics (addresses 

Communication; metrics: message). 

Successful user identification takes place when the 

participant correctly identifies an attribute of the target user 

segment. Confidence is a self-reported level concerning the 

assurance of identified user attributes. We measure better 

communication in two ways, (a) the number of correct user 

attributes conveyed in the message and (b) the number of 

words in the message. Our premise is that more detailed 

user information would require a longer message. 

METHODOLOGY 

We conduct a within-participant controlled field experiment 

to address our research questions and hypotheses using 

APG for the persona system and YTA for the analytics 

platform. Both APG and YTA use the identical underlying 

data from the focal company, facilitating a comparison 

between the two methods. 

Data Site and Participants 

Our data collection site was a major international news and 

media company, and the study was conducted in the 

participants’ workplace. For this company, understanding 

online users plays a pivotal role. Various teams within the 

company use both personas and analytics to infer insights 

about their online audience, including the YouTube social 

media users. These insights are used for daily content 

creation and strategic planning, involving crafting agendas 

to serve the stakeholder groups of the company better and 

communication among teams/groups. Thus, the application 

of user insights in this company is both wide and varied. 

The choice of this company is further supported by the fact 

that the organization has adopted both tested systems, APG 

and YTA, which are used for the purposes we mentioned.  

There are 34 participants (see Table 2). The average age is 

33 years, and the participants reflect the staff working with 

online content daily in various capacities. The participants 

are from a diverse background, coming from 21 countries 

(including Belgium, Canada, India, Lebanon, South Africa, 

South Korea, Turkey, UK, USA, etc.). Producers are the 

primary content creators of news articles and videos both 

for web and television, whereas Editors prepare the content 

for final publication, mainly for social media channels. 

Analysts’ primary job deals with analyzing quantitative data 

about the users. The participants’ average experience is 

3.65 years with the current company. Their experience with 

personas and analytics varies, with some not that familiar 

with the concepts before the study. 

Gender No. % Role No. % 

Male 14 41% Editor 10 29% 

Female 20 59% Producer 12 35% 

  Analyst 5 15% 

Other 7 21% 

Total 34 100% Total 34 100% 

Table 2. Participant information for the study. Participants in 

the role ‘Other’ include executive, programmer, etc. 

Each participant rated their experience both with personas 

and analytics data on a three-point Likert scale. A chi-

squared test showed no significant difference in experience 

levels between the two approaches (personas: mean=1.44, 

SD=0.67, analytics: mean=1.36, SD=0.12). However, we 

explained both concepts to each participant to ensure a level 

foundational understanding.  

Data Collection 

We gathered two main types of data from the participants: 

Explicit feedback is gathered via quantitative measures 

during task completion and from collecting the participants’ 

opinions, while implicit feedback is collected via eye-

tracking (and mouse tracking) that records the participants’ 

gaze (and mouse) movements relative to different 

information elements on the screen.  

To conduct the eye-tracking sessions, we use two identical 

workstations equipped with a laptop (HP Studio G4 laptops 

with 15” screens), MyGaze eye-tracking device, and 

associated software1 for logging the visual engagement of 

the participants. Eye tracking is widely used to study 

website usability [22] and design recommendations [27]. In 

addition to eye-tracking and mouse-tracking data2, we 

collected (a) think-aloud [25] voice recordings (that were 

transcribed), (b) survey data, and (c) observer notes.  

We also used the concurrent think-aloud method [2], 

encouraging the participants to explain what they are doing 

and why. To not interfere with the task completion [23, 60], 

we only spoke to a participant when s/he stopped voicing 

his/her cognitive process. We did not opt for complete non-

obstruction, since we specifically wanted to learn about the 

cognitive processes of the participants as a form of 

triangulating eye tracking with the think-aloud protocol [9].  

                                                           
1 https://cooltool.com/ 
2 See supplementary video 
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Figure 1. Example of persona treatment (Male, 18-24, USA). To 

locate the correct persona, the participant had to scan the list of 

personas and select the persona that fit the user segment criteria 

of (a) from the USA/Jordan, (b) 18-24 years of age, and (c) male. 

In the list of personas, there was only one correct persona (see 

red arrow). See https://persona.qcri.org/ for example profile. 

Figure 2. Example of YouTube treatment (Male, 18-24, 

Jordan). To locate the correct user segment, the participant 

had to select Analytics from the list of reports, then select 

Demographics, and then filter for the user segment criteria of 

(a) from the USA/Jordan, (b) 18-24 years of age, and (c) male. 

Note: Extra lines are eye and mouse movements.  

 

The collected data permitted us to explore the aspects of 

persona and analytics use for efficiency and effectiveness 

for both inferring insights and communicating about users. 

Given the combination of eye-tracking, mouse-tracking, 

think aloud, and survey data, we believe we have a rich data 

set with triangulation along multiple collections avenues for 

a robust data analysis to address our research hypotheses. 

Experimental Design 

In the within-participants experiment, participants use 

personas and analytics to (a) locate an audience segment, 

(b) identify key attributes of that audience segment, (c) 

communicate a plan for targeting this segment to other 

members of a team, (d) crafting content targeted for this 

segment, and (e) recalling at the end of the session key 

attributes of the segment. 

We show each of the participants both APG and YTA with 

one of the two audience segments chosen for the study 

representing an actual audience segment of the company. 

The participants were each assigned both possible 

conditions, persona or analytics. We pilot tested the 

experimental design with four test subjects, who did not 

participate in the actual experiment, making minor wording 

changes to the instructions based on their feedback. 

The two treatments were the APG (personas) and the YTA 

(analytics) (see Figures 13 and 24). For this experiment, 

APG generated the personas using data gathered via the 

API from the organization’s YouTube channel. For the 

analytics system, YTA showed audience statistics from the 

same YouTube channel data. YTA is the analytical backend 

provided to the owners of specific YouTube channels, and 

                                                           
3 See supplementary video 
4 See supplementary video 

it provides a host of demographic and behavioral user 

information and reporting.  

In the work task scenario employed, participants had to 

engage with the systems to locate the correct persona (on 

APG) or user segment (on YTA). For APG, the participants 

had to navigate three screens (three steps) to get to the 

correct persona. For YTA, the participants had to navigate 

two screens and set three filters (five steps) to get to the 

correct user segment (i.e., these steps represent the 

“minimum effort” required to complete the task 

successfully). As such, the minimum effort to locate the 

correct user segment was similar for both systems. 

There were two user segments that we pilot tested on both 

systems to ensure that each was nearly identical in terms of 

task difficulty: (a) men, age 18-24, from the United States 

and (b) men, age 18-24, from Jordan. We manually created 

four different sequences showing the segments in the eye-

tracking software for counterbalancing (e.g., in Sequence 1 

the participant first sees segment (a) using APG and then 

segment (b) using the YTA). An equal number of 

participants doing each sequence ensures all factors are 

counterbalanced, mitigating possible order effects. For each 

treatment, the participant was presented a pilot tested work 

scenario before being shown the system. 

Data Collection 

The experiment was conducted in the participants’ 

workplace. The entire user study took approximately forty 

minutes per participant (P). We instructed all participants in 

the same way at the beginning of the experiment about the 

usage of the devices and the procedure. To begin each trial, 

we welcomed the participant, introduced the study (i.e., 

using eye tracking to investigate how they use the systems), 

and answered any questions. After completing an 

institutional review board (IRB) consent form, we assigned 
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each participant a unique ID and calibrated the devices. 

Then, each participant was shown one of the two user 

segments. Depending on the condition (persona or 

analytics), the participant was shown the pilot tested work 

scenario task. The first work task scenario was:  

Your team is preparing a YouTube marketing campaign to 

increase audience engagement. 

In this campaign, it has been decided that you want to 

target “men, age 18-24, from the United States” [or the 

other treatment, “men, age 18-24, from Jordan”].  

Your task is to use persona analytics [or the YouTube 

Analytics system] to learn more about this user segment.  

Instructions:  

1. Access the Persona Analytics [or the YouTube Analytics] 

system.  

2. Analyze the analytics information while *thinking 

aloud*.  

3. Write a description of the user segment using the 

information you've learned. 

After completing the first task, the participants then had to 

implement the segment information they gathered first into 

an email to their team members and then into a social media 

posting. The second work task scenario instructions were:  

Please write an email to your team in which you (a) 

describe the most important characteristics of the user 

segment “men, age 18-24, from the Jordan” [or the other 

treatment, “men, age 18-24, from the United States”] and 

(b) explain why these characteristics are important.  

NOTE: Mention at least three characteristics.  

Once the participant composed the email message, they also 

ranked on a seven-point Likert scale, expressing how 

confident they were of their response. The participant then 

composed a social media posting targeted at the specific 

user segment. At this point, the participant would continue 

the session on the other system (either persona or analytics) 

and the other segment ([men, age 1824, from the United 

States] or [men, age 1824, from Jordan]), and again asked 

to complete the same tasks. 

Once the participant had used both systems, the participant 

completed a post-questionnaire on recall of the user 

segment (again counterbalanced) and a demographic 

survey. This survey ended the session; we thanked the 

participant and addressed any questions. The participants 

were rewarded with a gift card (value of USD $27.40) to 

show gratitude for their time. 

QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS AND RESULTS 

We performed parametric validity checks. The data passed 

with a bit of skewness; however, prior work has shown that 

ANOVA methods are robust to such skewness [34].  

H01. Using personas results in faster task completion 

than analytics (effort). We conducted a paired sample t-

test to compare task completion time (seconds) using the 

persona and the analytics systems. There was a significant 

difference in the task completion time for the persona 

system (M=417.30 seconds, SD=144.08) and the analytics 

system (M=552.96, SD=115.97); t(33)= 4.29, p<0.01. Thus, 

H01 is fully supported. It is faster to complete a user 

identification task completion using the persona system 

than the analytics system. 

H02. Using personas results in fewer steps for task 

completion than analytics (effort). We conducted a paired 

sample t-test to compare the number of steps employed 

using the persona and the analytics conditions. There was a 

significant difference in the steps for the persona system 

(M=10.48, SD=7.13) and the analytics system (M=17.21, 

SD=7.35); t(33)=5.40, p<0.01. Thus, H02 is fully 

supported. It takes less effort to gather attributes for a user 

identification task using the persona system than the 

analytics system. We also normalized for the difference in 

steps (3 for APG; 5 for YTA), resulting in no significant 

difference. However, this is non-realistic as they are both 

operational systems. The number of steps are what they are. 

Also, as discussed below (H04), the majority of participants 

using the analytics system never actually located the correct 

user segment during the session. 

For additional insight, each participant rated both systems 

on a five-point Likert scale of 1 (not difficult at all) to 5 

(very difficult). We conducted a paired-samples t-test to 

compare the rating of the persona and analytics systems on 

the difficulty of use. There was a significant difference in 

the ratings for the persona system (M=1.85, SD=0.66) and 

the analytics system (M=3.54, SD=1.43); t(33)=5.46, 

p<0.01 As a corollary to H02, it is easier to locate user 

attributes about a specific audience segment using the 

persona system than the analytics system.  

H03. Using personas results in faster segment location 

than using analytics (effort). We conducted a paired 

sample t-test to compare the time (seconds) needed to 

locate the targeted segment using the persona system and 

the analytics system. There was a significant difference in 

the times for the persona system (M=111.1, SD=58.9) and 

the analytics system (M=319.0, SD=131.1); t(33)=4.30, 

p<0.01. Thus, H03 is fully supported. It is faster to locate 

the correct audience segment using the persona system than 

the analytics system.  

H04. Using personas results in more correct user 

attributes than analytics (success). We found that 25 

(73.5%) of the participants were able to locate the user 

segment successfully using the persona system and 8 

(23.5%) using the analytics system.  

We employed McNemar’s test to assess the significance of 

the difference between two correlated proportions, where 

there are two possible outcomes (e.g., success or failure). 
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The p-value was calculated for the McNemar’s test with 

continuity correction. There were 19 discordant pairs (i.e., 

participants that were successful with one system but not 

the other). There were 18 (94.7%) pairs where the 

participants were successful with the persona system but 

not with the analytics system, and 1 (5.26%) pair where the 

participant was successful with the analytics system but not 

with the persona system. There was a significant difference 

in outcomes between the two systems (McNemar’s test(1) = 

13.47, p< 0.01). Therefore, H04 is fully supported: Using 

the persona system results in more correct user segment 

identifications relative to the analytics system. 

H05. Using personas results in higher confidence for 

correct user identification than analytics (self-efficacy). 

We conducted a paired sample t-test to compare the 

confidence rating by the participants of the persona and the 

analytics conditions of messages containing user attributes. 

There was a significant difference in the scores for the 

persona system (M=6.93, SD=1.29) and the analytics 

system (M=5.83, SD=2.05); t(33)= 2.85, p<0.01. Thus, H05 

is fully supported. Communication using the persona 

system was rated with higher confidence than the analytics.  

H06. Using personas results in better communication 

about the user segment than analytics (communication). 

Each participant composed an email to their team members, 

where they provided three characteristics of the user and 

informed their teammates why they thought these attributes 

were important. We then conducted two evaluations: (a) a 

manual assessment where each correct user characteristic 

was awarded one point (0 = no attributes mentioned were 

correct to N = all the attributes mentioned were correct), 

and (b) total word count per email message, where our 

premise is that a message with more words conveys more 

detailed information, which seems a reasonable assumption 

given the work scenario task. However, we acknowledge 

that this assumption may not be valid in all cases. 

To address H06a, we first conducted a paired sample t-test 

to compare the number of correct user attributes used in 

participant email messages of the persona and the analytics 

conditions. There was a significant difference in the scores 

for the persona system (M=3.03, SD=1.28) and the 

analytics system (M=2.08, SD=1.25); t(35)= 4.19, p<0.01. 

H06a is fully supported: The persona system produced 

more accurate communication than the analytics system. In 

addition to identifying more correct user attributes (H06a) 

with the persona system, the participants were also more 

confident in their responses when using personas (H05).  

To address H06b, we conducted a paired sample t-test to 

compare the number of terms used in email messages by the 

participants of the persona system and the analytics system 

conditions. Our premise is that, given the task, it seems 

reasonable that a more detailed description of the user 

segment would contain more terms. However, there was not 

a significant difference in the scores for the persona system 

(M=75.31, SD=55.23) and the analytics system (M=81,39, 

SD=75.12) (p=0.69). Therefore, H06b is not supported. The 

persona system did not result in more detailed 

communication than the analytics system as measured by 

the number of words in the email message.  

QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS OF THINK-ALOUD 

The qualitative analysis of the think-aloud transcripts was 

performed based on a codebook created from two usability 

frameworks: HCI standards [7] and Usability in E-learning 

Context [69]. We chose these frameworks because of their 

focus on designing information content for users. These 

frameworks provided us with six functional and four 

affective dimensions that we used as a matrix to identify 

and isolate segments that displayed specific affective 

responses on specific functions. We coded two affective 

dimensions (attention and relevance) into positive or 

negative sentiments. The remaining two affective 

dimensions were already either positive (satisfaction) or 

negative (dissatisfaction). A second researcher coded 100 

transcripts comments resulting in a Cohen’s kappa of 0.84.  

Functional Dimensions 

The six functional dimensions are interactivity, media use, 

navigability, learnability, consistency, and visual design5. 

These were coded in parallel to their affective context.  

The interactivity dimension refers to the general use of the 

system (UX) and interface components (UI). These codes 

contain information on whether these components were: 

 interesting: attention; “if I don’t have patience, I 

would have clicked on the cross” (P1) 

 helpful: relevance: “I’m just scrolling down and 

looking at [average duration...] I’m just trying to find 

out where I can locate...” (P23), or, generally,  

 positive or negative sentiments: “I don’t know what I 

just did, do I drag this thing here? That doesn’t really 

tell me anything, so what was I supposed to do” (P2) 

The media use dimension collects the participant comments 

about the use of images, videos, charts, and tables in the 

system. Again, these would refer to: 

 attention: “one was more of graphs [but] you had to 

get in two different places to search.” (P9),  

 relevance: “usually there’s just like bars here where 

you can break things down [...]” (P23), and  

 positive or negative sentiments: “the picture 

coincides with most of the information that is provided 

in the short description” (P12) or “I’m looking at a 

graph that doesn’t really say much to me” (P2). 

The navigability dimension highlights issues related to 

traversing the data through links, views, and pages. This 

dimension is differentiated from interactivity as it focuses 

on how the data is presented and navigated rather than how 

it is interacted with. For example:  

                                                           
5 We originally coded for an accessibility dimension, but it did not 

produce any segments, so we exclude it from the analysis reporting.  
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 “it took me a while to understand [the] architecture of 

the page to see what's where” (P9) or  

 “in the persona system you were able to see stuff 

clearly [...] without having to do too much digging [...] 

you know, clicks and stuff to try to get this” (P27). 

The learnability dimension is about sentiments on how easy 

or how hard it was to adopt the system. These segments 

were collected under the affective dimensions of:  

 attention: “it’s interesting because you get insight” 

(P29),  

 relevance: “it’s refined here [...] understanding those 

details” (P9), and  

 positive or negative sentiments: P15 on YTA: “I 

don’t recall anything [...] overwhelmed by numbers” 

(P15) vs. P15 on APG: “I can write more [about the 

persona], I remember a lot about [the persona]” (P15). 

We used the consistency dimension in two contextual 

categories: (1) the system works (or not) as expected in 

terms of providing information (e.g., “I just want to focus 

on him and [the system gives] me all the topics [...] that 

he’s interested in…” (P28)) and (2) the information 

provided by the system is consistent (or not). Some 

negative examples are: “I don’t think [the persona] is an 

average US person” (P2), and “I guess I’m really not sure 

what this information is really telling me, it seems a little 

conflicting” (P3). The comment of P2 is interesting, as it is 

somewhat similar to statements that personas actually 

represent few real users [13, 14]. Some positive examples 

are: “demographics seems logical to me” (P2), “that 

immediately narrows it down, great” (P3), and “good, that's 

to be expected” (P20). 

Finally, the visual design codes referred to the general 

visual feeling of the systems. There were very few codes 

regarding this dimension. The limited codes from this 

dimension are: “It’s just the color [...] I think it would be 

better if when you select, it highlights and then you’d know 

what options you have” (P26), “with few icons, very 

straight…” (P29), and “the design is a bit too blocky” 

(P26). Therefore, we do not analyze this dimension further. 

Affective Dimensions 

The four affective dimensions are attention, relevance, 

satisfaction, and dissatisfaction. The code attention was 

used when there was curiosity or interest (or lack of) from 

the participant toward the interaction or information at-

hand. Typically, these segments were not overlapping with 

any strong positive (satisfaction) or negative 

(dissatisfaction) sentiments. Some examples are: 

 (positive) “[the persona] uses the shorthand quite a 

bit, which is interesting” (P20) and  

 (positive) “okay, so the persona seems to be watching 

far less content or [...] shorter content—this is 

interesting” (P27).  

 (negative) “[the persona’s] quotes are.... no, I won’t 

remember them” (P15) and  

 (negative) “I didn’t pay attention to the quote….” (P4). 

The code relevance was used when the participant points 

out that they are able or not able to access the information 

that is related to their task goals and that the information 

makes sense to them toward their motives. Once more, 

these segments did not overlap with strong sentiments but 

merely constructed statements of availability, as in:  

 “I can see here some of what I’m looking for” (P19) vs.  

 “I want to know like what kind of content is most 

popular to this demographic, but I don’t know if [...] 

the option [exists]” (P31). 

The satisfaction and dissatisfaction codes were used when 

the participants made explicit judgments about the 

functions of the systems. Some examples are:  

 “that demo didn’t really speak to me” (P3, 

dissatisfaction),  

 “it’s annoying me [...] I don’t know anything.” (P14, 

dissatisfaction),  

 “I can see them [the personas] in front of my eyes” 

(P20, satisfaction), and  

 “those statistics are perfect” (P13, satisfaction). 

Comparative Results 

We used our coding results by normalizing the positive vs. 

negative sentiments for each functional dimension using: 

𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑑 = [𝑛𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑐𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠 − 𝑛𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑛𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑐𝑜𝑑𝑒]/𝑛𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠 

where n = instances. See Table 3 for top-level results.  

Functional 

Dimension 

Persona 

System 

YouTube 

Analytics 

Interactivity -1 (n=9) -1 (n=5) 

Media use -1 (n=4) -1 (n=7) 

Navigability -0.33 -0.63 

Learnability +0.23 -0.68 

Consistency -0.18 -0.59 

Table 3. Normalized scores for our coding of the think-aloud 

transcriptions for participants using personas and analytics. 

A score of +1 would mean that all the codes were positive, 

a score of -1 would mean that all the codes were negative, 

and a score of 0 would mean that the number of positive vs. 

negative codes were equal.  

The scores indicated a clear distinction between the persona 

and the analytics systems in terms of learnability. The only 

positive score was for the learnability of APG. The 

personified data in the persona system garnered more 

positive comments:  

 “it was a little bit more intuitive than YouTube” (P3), 

 “this is more .... to me, it’s very easy to see” (P22), and  

 “I understood about [the persona]” (P24).  
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Quotes from several participants highlight the challenges of 

the numbers-based information in YTA:  

 “I need someone to explain things to me so I can 

understand how to use this data because now I don’t 

know what this number means” (P5),  

 “I have zero confidence [...] because I don’t have the 

experience [of] reading this data” (P7),  

APG performed better that YTA on consistency too, 

although the scores of both systems were negative, 

highlighting some issues raised in prior literature 

concerning coherent information in personas profiles [10].  

Summary of Research Findings 

The major research findings from the quantitative analysis 

are that (a) personas are more efficient for user 

identification relative to analytics, and (b) personas are 

more effective for user identification relative to analytics. A 

summary of the hypotheses tested is presented in Table 4.  

 Result Implication 

H01  Fully 

Supported 

Personas result in faster task 

completion than analytics (effort) 

H02  Fully 

Supported 

Personas result in fewer steps for 

task completion than analytics 

(effort) 

H03  Fully 

Supported 

Personas result in faster segment 

location than using (effort) 

H04  Fully 

Supported 

Personas result in more correct user 

identification than analytics 

(success). 

H05  Fully 

Supported 

Personas create more confidence in 

user identification than analytics 

(self-efficacy) 

H06 Partially 

Supported 

Personas result in better messaging 

about user segment than analytics 

(communication) 

Table 4. Summary of hypotheses results and findings of 

personas vs. analytics for efficiency and effectiveness. 

User identification is the core aspect of employing nearly 

all types of personas, including design, advertising, 

marketing, ad hoc, primary, audience, collaborative, or any 

other of the multitude of persona types proposed in the 

literature. User identification is also an essential component 

of communication about users for implementing user focus 

design or for directing decision makers to emphasize the 

users during product, system, or content development. As 

such, user identification is a needed task for the 

employment of either personas or analytics methodologies 

in most domains. As shown in Table 4, personas 

outperformed analytics for this central foundational task. 

First, personas were more efficient for user identification 

both in terms of time and number of steps required, both for 

the critical location of the user segment and for the overall 

work task. Personas were more efficient than analytics in 

these regards, requiring less time and effort than analytics. 

Second, personas were more effective for user identification 

in terms of accuracy, the ability to craft messages 

concerning those user attributes, and confidence in that 

communications. Along all measures (success, self-

efficacy, and communication), personas were more 

effective than analytics in these regards. These quantitative 

findings were further supported by the qualitative analysis 

indicating the superiority of personas for the user 

identification task. 

DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS 

Positioning Findings to Persona Benefits and Criticism  

Our research addresses the widely cited criticism in the 

field of HCI that personas are not scientifically validated 

(‘Evaluation’ aspect of the 3Es) [15]. We show how to 

quantify and measure the value of personas relative to the 

widely used method of user analytics. This approach can be 

adopted by further studies to validate persona benefits for 

different use cases. While HCI researchers [12, 14, 67, 71] 

have evaluated the accuracy of personas relative to the 

underlying data, there has been little progress reported in 

the literature evaluating the value of personas using 

quantitative user studies. The research presented here shows 

that personas can be evaluated in comparison to other 

methods, especially when both systems have an identical 

underlining data source, also addressing the ‘Execution’ 

aspect of the 3Es. 

Our findings also question statements made in prior work 

that personas cannot replace the employment of actual user 

data for inferring user insights [45]. Most notably, the 

reduced time and number of steps while using personas did 

not negatively impact the ability of the participants to 

complete the task. In fact, personas resulted in participants 

generating more accurate user segment descriptions (H04) 

with higher confidence (H05) (e.g. “Honestly I can, I can 

imagine a day in the life of this persona, how he behaves, 

how he works.” (P33)). This supports the ‘Consideration’ 

aspect of the 3Cs. 

All participants spent significantly less time to complete the 

overall task (i.e., gather enough information about users for 

team communication) (H01) and to locate information 

about the user segment (H03) using personas than using 

analytics. Participants similarly used fewer steps to 

complete the targeted user segment task (H02) using 

personas than analytics. Participants also rated personas 

easier for locating information about a specific user 

segment than analytics. This is most likely because the 

information in a persona is presented in a user-centric way 

(i.e., the persona profile is the focal point), whereas in 

analytics systems, the information about specific user 

segments tends to be scattered across many reports, tables, 

and graphs, requiring the advanced use of filters (“it’s hard 

to get a lot of information [because it’s fragmented under 

many sections]” (P32 on YTA). We note that this platform 

is an industry standard service, with features common in 

many other analytics systems. These findings support the 
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‘Concentration’ aspect of 3Cs, as they imply personas 

helped participants focus on the specific user segment. 

Additionally, the participants were more effective in 

communicating about the user segment in a rich description 

format (H06a), which supports the ‘Communication’ aspect 

of the 3Cs. We note that, counter to our premise, the 

descriptions were not lengthier. However, our assumption 

for this hypothesis may have been incorrect in that the task 

may not require lengthier descriptions.  

The research reported here highlights the advancements 

made possible by leveraging forms of online user data [39] 

for persona creation with the increasing power of analytics 

systems [32]. Data-driven personas capture the coverage of 

aggregated data representations while retaining the 

interpretability of human-like user depictions (e.g., “I could 

tell that in the persona system you were able to see stuff 

clearly like right... without having to do too much digging 

‘cause usually you have to do a lot of like, you know, clicks 

and stuff to try to get this information out” (P27)). The 

results imply that personas can provide insights as good as 

analytics in a more effective and efficient manner. 

Practical Implications for Personas and Analytics Use 

We highlight three practical take-aways for organizations. 

Use Personas for User Identification Related Tasks: 

Personas appear ideally suited for user segment location, 

inferring insights about user segments, and then 

communicating about these segments with others (e.g., “It 

did seem like a very authentic person actually, I think that 

was really well done [...] I know how to target that person.” 

(P34)). This holds regardless of end user experience-level. 

We initially suspected that there would be some 

‘analytically challenged’ and ‘analytically sophisticated’ 

participants. However, this was not the case, as the 

experience level of either personas or analytics was not a 

significant control variable. Participant comments 

supported this (e.g., “I don’t know what is happening, this is 

my first time to open analytics on YouTube. [...] I 

understand how to use a persona, but here I don’t know, 

this is certainly difficult” (P05); “Ok, I think I'm done, this 

was easier” (P02 about personas)). Generally, when 

participants of whatever experience used the persona 

system, they were both more effective and more efficient. 

We argue that, as personas support a user-centric 

information discovery process using big data [5], they result 

in a significantly higher success rate. 

Deploy Personas in Conjunction with Support: Personas 

do appear to require possible accompanying education for 

end users. Some participants were thrown off by the 

easiness of the persona system (“it was so easy I thought I 

did something wrong”) (P3 on APG). Some participants 

expected to see more personas from the same user segment 

(e.g., P3), indicating some disorientation about what the 

system affordances are, what personas are, and how to 

incorporate the persona approach. It shows that, for 

personas to be used effectively, workshops and training on 

the concept should be provided to end users of an 

organization before persona employment and use. 

Leverage Analytics Capabilities Along with Personas: 

This research examined one user-centric task in which 

personas performed better. However, this does not mean 

that analytics is not valuable, as these platforms offer an 

array of functions and reports beyond the scope of personas. 

In fact, for the analytics system, some participants 

highlighted the range of metrics provided (e.g., “YouTube 

analytics is giving me more details about the target 

audience and their behavior on our content” (P35)).  

Limitations  

Concerning the limitations of the research, there may be 

possible mitigating aspects of the analytics system. 

However, YTA is state of the art, so it has features common 

in many other analytics platforms. The time limit possibly 

affected the participants’ behavior compared to a 

naturalistic setting (i.e., “would choose more metrics but 

cannot due to time limit” (P12)). However, time pressures 

are a normal occurrence in many organizations, making our 

experimental results practical and valid. Nevertheless, the 

study could be repeated in a fully naturalistic setting. 

Another possible limitation is that YTA has additional 

features concerning users and user segments, while the 

persona system is focused on the presentation of user 

segmentation. For tasks other than user identification, 

analytics might provide affordances that personas cannot.  

Future Work 

Concerning future research, replication studies comparing 

data-driven personas to other types of user segmentation 

platforms (e.g., Google Analytics, Facebook Analytics), to 

other tasks (e.g., user understanding, user prediction), to 

other methods for user focusing (e.g., scenarios, use cases, 

user profiling, participatory design), and in other domains 

would be productive pursuits. It would also be good to do a 

study with traditionally created personas and the underlying 

data, although there may be challenges for such a study.  

CONCLUSION 

To our knowledge, this is one of the first quantitative 

evaluations of personas relative to another method for 

understanding users. We conducted a quantitative 

experiment using workplace participants, a work task, and 

real systems for the validity of the findings. The persona 

and analytics systems employed identical user data and 

were evaluated using both effectiveness and efficiency for 

user identification. Findings make a strong case for the 

advantages of personas and provide foundational support 

for the benefits of personas as a user focus methodology. 
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